Amazing experiences

Write three lies and three truths about your amazing experiences. Use the present perfect and the verbs below.

For example → I have skydived. I have never swum next to dolphins.

- watch a game of cricket in Calcutta
- visit the Taj Mahal in India
- cross the Sahara desert on a camel
- see the pyramids of Egypt

- visit the film studios of Hollywood
- see an opera in Sydney
- go on a safari in Kenya
- surf the waves in Hawaii

- swim next to dolphins
- play football with Messi
- go up to the crown of the Statue of Liberty
- see St Basil’s cathedral in Moscow

- take photos of whales in Canada
- eat a hotdog at the White House
- drink tea with Queen Elizabeth
- sing in public with Lady Gaga

- chase a tornado in Oklahoma, USA
- walk through a haunted castle in Scotland
- try paragliding in the Alps
- skydive in New Zealand

- go on a gondola in Venice
- sail across the Atlantic
- eat sushi in Tokyo
- act in a film
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